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Create Blog First in Blogger.Wordpress?
Posted by Howard - 2010/09/26 11:22

_____________________________________

Well my Subject says it all. As I mentioned in my initial post that I am very much a Newbie & hence this
may be a silly question.
But I have read completely the manual a couple of times now & unless I have missed it, but do you have
to First Create a Blog in either
Wordpress or Blogger & THEN use the software to produce & send them to that Blog?
I initially thought the software would create the Blog for you on Wordpress or Blogger, but this is not the
case?
Cheers,
Howard. :S
============================================================================

Re:Create Blog First in Blogger.Wordpress?
Posted by Pete - 2010/09/27 01:28

_____________________________________

Howard
Yes unfortunately there are a few holes in the videos.. I too had a real problem with not finding answers
so had to try and retry to get it right.
yes you have to create a blogger blog first, then when it is all created ( same as a wordpress site), then
you go back and use ABS to create the content...
Initially when I first saw it and bought this, I too thought it did all for you, but basically all it is is a article /
ads submitter to your blog or WP site. I have to admit is does save a lot of time tho.
So.. log into blogger.com with your acct details,
Create a blog using the KW you found, if that KW blog isnt available then add some numbers to the end
of the blog name
like mydomainkeyword123
set it up the way you want it, i.e adsense, headings, etc etc
then go to ABS and login, add new blog, choose blogger or WP, then choose the blog you just created in
blogger ( or WP) and then Add Content from one of the options.
While ABS is looking for articles or RSS feeds etc then go back to blogger and set the next blog up...
work between the two systems til you get your blog all done...
Hope this helps
============================================================================
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Re:Create Blog First in Blogger.Wordpress?
Posted by Howard - 2010/09/27 02:53

_____________________________________

thanks again Pete.
Hey, did you get the free WP theme from Matt, is this the same Carty that does the ABS?
I can't work out how to upload images to the "Popular Products" even though it's enabled there's no
uplaud option for just this.
Can you tell me if you really can make any money out of doing blog posts?
I am a absolute brand new newbie & confused like hell! Well I've been at IM for several months but don't
know what to do still.
Wish I could find someone near me doing this stuff. I really need to sit down with someone so I can get a
bit of an understanding. I've watched so many videos & read gazillions of ebooks & just getting info'
overlead.
Anyone in Sydney wishing to share some time & meet. I'd be happy to pay someone if necessary,
though I'm already broke.
Howard.
============================================================================

Re:Create Blog First in Blogger.Wordpress?
Posted by Howard - 2010/09/27 03:00

_____________________________________

Pete, re creating blogs & getting domain names...
Obviously you have to pay for domains but this gets so costly with many of them.
I'd like to just have one main domain with either subfolders or subdomains under it for each of my blogs
to save the costs.
Is it ok to do this?
Because that way you can have any name you want before or after the domain name depending whther
it's subdomain or subfolder.
My main website is www.theartikle.com
Howard.
============================================================================

Re:Create Blog First in Blogger.Wordpress?
Posted by Pete - 2010/09/27 03:11

_____________________________________

Howard
I am in Brisbane
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I did leave my contact details here but you went off line so have taken them off for now...
when your on next let me know and I will put them back
I did get some $5 themes but I was charged $5 and then 4 days later charged another $49. I sent a
support ticket, but still havent had a reply so wrote to clcikbank and asked for a refund
You might have used Matt for an affiliate buy did you.
I used affilorama and got heaps of bounuses.
No one REALLY makes money from blogger bogs unless you have the right KW and traffic.. Like any IM
stuff, you can build sie til the cows come home but unless you get the traffic AND buyers, you wont
make money
Yes if you want to make WP sites then you need to buy .com domain names.
other .nets.infos etc dont really work that well.
of course you will get some people that tell you they do, but that is all they do, make a blog and work
many many hours on it. and then you get those that tell you they do just to get you to buy their product...
Dont ever believe what they show you in the adsense or clickbank accounts.
I have seen all the software that allows you to doctor these pictures up...
You are they only one to make the decision to buy and use a product.
============================================================================
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